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Top Five SEC Enforcement Events in 2013

WiLLiAM R. McLuCAS, DOuGLAS J. DAviSON, AND LESLEy R. FREDiN

This article reviews a selection of the top five Securities and Exchange Com-
mission Enforcement events of 2013.

This past year saw significant activity by the division of enforcement 
at the u.S. Securities and exchange commission (“Sec”).  while 
the overall number of enforcement actions filed in fiscal year 2013 

declined, the Sec collected a record amount of penalties and disgorgement, 
reaching approximately $3.4 billion.1  Moreover, setting aside the statisti-
cal data, the public statements and actions emanating from both the agency 
chair Mary Jo white and enforcement director andrew ceresney suggest 
an increasingly hostile environment for those facing Sec scrutiny.  This ar-
ticle reviews a selection of the top five Sec enforcement events of 2013.

chair whitE PromotEs aN aggrEssivE Program

 Mary Jo white became the Sec chair in april, 2013.2  This is the first 
time that both an Sec chair and the enforcement director had previously 
served as criminal prosecutors, and as they acknowledge, a number of key ini-
tiatives draw on their prior experiences as trial lawyers in the criminal arena.3  

William R. McLucas is a partner at Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP, 
and chair of the firm’s Securities Department. Douglas J. Davison is a partner at 
the firm, and vice chair of the firm’s Securities Department. Lesley R. Fredin is an 
associate in the firm’s Securities Department, and a member of the Securities 
Litigation and Enforcement Practice Group. The authors may be contacted at 
william.mclucas@wilmerhale.com, douglas.davison@wilmerhale.com, and les-
ley.fredin@wilmerhale.com, respectively
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chair white’s public statements, and the public statements by the senior en-
forcement staff in 2013, are particularly noteworthy in that they all reflect an 
extremely aggressive posture.  
 For example, in September 2013, in a speech entitled “deploying the Full 
enforcement arsenal,” Mary Jo white discussed her vision for ensuring that 
investors know that there is a “strong and effective cop on the beat….”4  in that 
speech, she explained her view that Sec enforcement “must be aggressive and 
creative,” and she outlined a range of ways in which the Sec would implement 
her vision.  chair white said that the Sec will:  bring more negligence cases 
when there is insufficient evidence to charge intentional wrongdoing; make 
aggressive use of civil penalties; seek admissions in settlements in certain cases, 
rather than allowing parties to settle on the traditional “neither admit nor deny” 
basis; shift the investigative focus to individuals first, rather than entities; be 
“everywhere bringing enforcement actions against violators in every market 
participant category and in every market strata;” and litigate more trials.5    
 in another speech, delivered just two weeks later in october, 2013, chair 
white provided more details about her goal that Sec enforcement be every-
where, “pursuing all types of violations of our federal securities laws, big and 
small.”6  She compared her vision for Sec enforcement to the “broken win-
dows” strategy emphasized in the 1990s by then-new York city Mayor rudy 
Giuliani, intended to make clear that no violation was too small to be uncov-
ered and punished.7  chair white also identified other steps the enforcement 
division is taking, such as:  enhancing its work with examiners; encouraging 
whistleblowers to come forward; collaborating with other regulators; harness-
ing new technologies; and pursuing “gatekeepers.”8  clearly, chair white ex-
pects the enforcement division to be tough, strong, aggressive, and creative.

dEmaNdiNg admissioNs

 under chair white, the Sec has undergone a major shift in its policy to 
require admissions in certain cases, even where the party has not pled guilty 
in a related criminal matter.  chair white has stated:  “there are certain other 
cases not involving any parallel criminal case where there is a special need for 
public accountability and acceptance of responsibility.”9  The commission 
may require admissions where:  
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• a large number of investors have been harmed or the conduct was other-
wise egregious; 

• the conduct posed a significant risk to the market or investors; 

• admissions would aid investors deciding whether to deal with a particular 
party in the future; or 

• reciting unambiguous facts would send an important message to the 
market about a particular case.10  

 The Sec has secured admissions in a total of five cases following this 
June 2013 change in policy.11 
 notably, enforcement director ceresney indicated that the commission 
will not consider a defendant’s cooperation in determining whether to seek 
an admission, as the Sec does not view an admission as a sanction.12  despite 
the shift in policy, chair white and Mr. ceresney have indicated that “the 
majority of cases will continue to be resolved on a no admit no deny basis, as 
the interest in quick resolutions and settlements will, in most cases, outweigh 
the interests in obtaining admissions.”13

 in reality, such admissions have the potential to be enormously damaging 
in parallel proceedings and effectively amount to sanctions, which brings us 
to our next highlight for 2013:  an increased willingness to litigate.

morE litigatioN

 consistent with chair white’s pledge to be more aggressive, she wel-
comed the prospect of more cases proceeding to the courtroom.14  chair 
white explained that “a strong enforcement regime is only effective if we have 
the ability to back it up on court.”15  There have been both high profile vic-
tories16 and defeats.17  according to a recent report, the Sec won 55 percent 
of its trials since october 2013, down from three consecutive years when it 
won more than 75 percent of the time.18  at least according to the rhetoric, it 
does not appear that the trial defeats will impact the Sec’s intentions to try 
more cases — Mr. ceresney recently stated:  “if we’re not losing trials, we’re 
not being aggressive enough.  it’s obviously important that we win to ensure 
that we have credibility.  But just because we lose a case it doesn’t mean we 
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shouldn’t have brought the case or that we didn’t try it well.”19  nevertheless, 
it has been reported that the Sec’s trial unit has been restructured recently 
to allow the Sec employees who investigate matters to work closer with Sec 
employees who litigate the matters as a case develops.20  The trial unit also has 
been broken into four groups to be more closely aligned with the structure in 
the investigative division.21

 it is difficult to draw any reliable conclusions that can be applied going 
forward from the results of the trials, as many cases turn on evidentiary assess-
ments by fact-finders, who are influenced differently by presentations at trial.  
one thing is crystal clear, however, and that is that those facing potential Sec 
enforcement actions need to be ready to do battle in court.  

Focus oN hEdgE FuNds aNd advisors

 The Sec’s largest specialized enforcement unit, the asset Management 
unit, is coordinating with the division of economic risk and analysis and 
the office of compliance inspections and examinations to identify funds and 
advisors for investigation.22  as a result, 2013 saw an ongoing emphasis on the 
asset management industry, including on cases involving insider trading, valu-
ation, custody, fee arrangements, conflicts of interest, and compliance.  
 The many cases related to Sac capital showcase the breadth of the 
Sec’s efforts to address insider trading.  For example, in March, Sac capital 
entered a $602 million settlement with the Sec related to insider trading 
charges against affiliated fund cr intrinsic.23  That is a record for an Sec 
insider trading settlement.24  in november, Sac capital itself agreed to plead 
guilty and pay $1.2 billion to resolve doJ’s insider trading charges.25  Sac’s 
founder, Stephen cohen, faces civil Sec charges for failure to supervise em-
ployees.26  relatedly, in december, Michael Steinberg, a former portfolio 
manager at Sac, was convicted of criminal insider trading charges.27  
 The Sec has also focused on valuation issues in enforcement actions, and 
valuation remains a key area of focus for its examination staff.  on this issue, 
for example, the Sec charged former hedge fund advisory firm Yorkville ad-
visors llc, its founder, and cFo, with scheming to overvalue assets under 
management and exaggerate the reported returns of hedge funds they managed 
in order to hide losses and increase the fees collected from investors.28  The case 
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is being litigated, and it is worth noting that the conduct on which this matter 
is premised was apparently flagged as part of an initiative associated with the 
Sec’s aberrational performance inquiry, a proprietary risk analytics program 
designed to identify hedge funds with suspicious returns.29

rENEwEd Focus oN FiNaNcial Fraud

 This year also saw the announcement of an intention to have a renewed 
focus on accounting fraud, which had received less agency focus in recent 
years.  in announcing the creation of the Financial reporting and audit Task 
Force (the “Task Force”), Mr. ceresney noted that he doubted whether fraud 
in financial reporting by public companies declined along with accounting 
fraud investigations and cases.30  at a recent panel, Margaret McGuire, Vice 
chair of the Task Force, highlighted five different goals of the Task Force:  

(1) to develop a deep understanding of financial fraud; 

(2) to develop state-of-the-art methodologies to identify financial fraud, in-
cluding utilizing the Sec’s new accounting Quality Model; 

(3 to share information and resources within the agency; 

(4) to collaborate beyond the agency with fellow regulators; and 

(5) to engage the public, academics, and whistleblowers to inform the Task 
Force’s work.31  

The Task Force will focus on early detection of accounting fraud, according 
to david woodcock, chair of the Task Force, including possible red flags 
such as accounting revisions, differences between recorded book earnings and 
taxable income, large numbers of off-balance-sheet transactions, non-Gaap 
performance measures, and audit deficiencies such as material weaknesses in 
their internal controls.32  

lookiNg ahEad

 chair white recently noted that 2014 “promises to be an incredibly ac-
tive year in enforcement,” as the Sec continues to “vigorously pursue wrong-
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doers and bring enforcement actions across the entire industry spectrum. 33  
There is ample room to debate some of the pronouncements surrounding the 
drumbeat for more and tougher enforcement, more litigation, the insistence 
on admissions in settlements, and the shrugging off of court room defeats.  
Given these statements, however, it is reasonable to expect that we will see 
many of the developments we have identified — more trials, additional ad-
missions, targeting of gatekeepers, and a focus on accounting cases — to be 
important features of the results for 2014.  
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